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BEGINNINGS OF RUSSIAN MONASTICISM: THE PROBLEMS 
OF BYZANTINE 

AND NON-BYZANTINE INFLUENCE 

The rather blurry image that we have of the beginnings of Russian monasticism in gene-
ral and the genesis of the Kievan Monastery of the Caves in particular, is, undoubtedly, caused 
above all by the lack of relevant information on the given times. On the basis of the data avai-
lable, the historical investigation usually stresses the varying political and religious factors: the 
political attitudes of both the protagonists of Kiev-Pechora monasticism. Antonij is characte-
rized as a Graecophile, and even as a Byzantine creature, while Feodosij is characterized as an 
adherent of Western orientation1. It is evident that missing from this image is the first known 
Russian monk, Harion, and that this image does not give a satisfactory answer to the question 
of why the Graecophile Antonij was canonized later than the West-oriented Feodosij. Apart 
from the considerations about Feodosij's Western orientation, often avoided is the well known 
fact that it was notably he who brought life in the Monastery of the Caves closer to the 
Byzantine model, by introducing into it the typicon of the Studite monastery2. The question 
of what were the character and the orientation of the monastery before Feodosij's reform 
remains unanswered. 

In principle, the above problematic questions can be summed up into one basic problem 
stemming from the insufficient differentiation between Byzantine and non-Byzantine orientation 
in the monastic tradition of the Monastery of the Caves. Its basis does not lie in characterizing 
the political or religious-political attitudes of the main protagonists, but in revealing the different 
monastic ideals that existed within the beginnings of the monastery. It seems that in this context 
it is important to continue in line with the evaluations made by G. P. Fedotov, who saw in Antonij 
and Feodosij the representatives of two different streams of Russian spiritual and monastic life 
that he characterized as ascetic-heroic and social-charitative3. The general but instructive diffe-
rentiation made by G. P. Fedotov can be specified and made more concrete from the aspect* of 
the cultural-geographic regions from which both impulses came. 

Certain indications in this direction are already provided by the life and literary work of 
the first Russian monk and later the first metropolitan of Russian origin, Ilarion. The chara-
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cters of Darion the monk and Ilarion the author of the Sermon on Law and Grace are con-
nected only by one conspicuous feature: Ilarion's monastic way of life, eremitical cave life, dif-
fered from the then prevailing coenobitism. This way of life indicates certain Palestinian con-
nections or impulses. Palestinian motives play an important role also in the later literary work 
of Ilarion and they have there an evident ideological function. On the one hand, Ilarion in 
principle unanimously respects the genetic relationship of Russian Christianity with the 
Byzantine one, on the other hand, however, his work also contains a contradictory tendency, 
the aim of which is to weaken the impression of the all-embracing and ever-present Byzantine 
influence and to stress the independendy existing roots of Russian political power and the 
Russian Orthodox religion4. 

Among the motives in Ilarion's work which support this tendency are the Old Testament bor-
rowings and reminiscences. When Ilarion speaks about moving Christianity from Constantinople 
to Russia, he does not call the capital of Byzantium by its own name, nor by the name which was 
given to it by the Slavs, but he denotes it as New Jerusalem5. The name itself is in no way excep-
tional and, in Byzantium, is rather common; nevertheless, in the given context, it has a more pro-
found background and specific function. It allows, within the intentions of the whole conception 
of Ilarion, the understanding of Constantinople as one of the stops in the course of spreading 
and bringing to perfection the Christian religion. Constantinople, seen in a historical perspec-
tive, is only one of the centers in which a reformation of the Old Testament tradition into a qua-
litatively new stage occurred. Judaism as the religion of the Law and Christianity as a religion of 
Grace are not, in Darion's Sermon, placed only in exclusive opposition; they are, at the same 
time, understood as two developmental stages of religion. This relativizing attitude of Darion to 
Constantinople as an exclusive source of Russian Christianity is still more evidently shown in the 
comparison of Vladimir to Solomon and David, and of Saint Sofia of Kiev to the Jerusalem 
shrine6. Although Ilarion was thoroughly familiar with the Byzantine connections between the 
Russian Saint Sofia and the Constantinople Hagia Sofia, he looks for a model in Jerusalem, in 
the Old Testament, in a Palestinian environment. Hence, he intentionally disregards the 
Byzantine tradition in one of its most marked connections with the Russian development. 
Although the use of Old Testament nomenclature is inspired by Byzantine traditions, its content, 
in the context of the overall mood of Darion's work, has a different importance and mission. The 
choice of terms in the East European cultural tradition is never an arbitrary one. A name does 
not have the character of a conventional sign; it is rather a symbol, gnoseologically very closely 
connected with its substance, implicating the relation or axiological evaluation of the described 
reality from the point of view of its user7. 

It is possible to meditate over whether these motives in Ilarion's work have an "Old 
Testament" character, i.e. whether they have also a "Palestinian" character, and whether they are 
inspired and intentionally connected with a certain spiritual environment that is different from 
the standard Byzantine environment. They are very important also for a deeper understanding 
of Darion's life before he entered the high religious and political sphere, and for understanding 
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his monastic ideal, as it is possible, at least hypothetically, to presuppose that Ilarion's inclination 
to the Palestinian forms of monasticism, which was manifested in his choice of the eremitical 
cave life, had the same function as the later utilization of Palestinian literary and ideological 
motives and it meant a conscious reaction to the prevailing influences stemming from the offi-
cial, Constantinople environment. 

With regard to Antonij, the continuator of the work of Ilarion, this hypothesis seems to 
be documented also by a contemporary source. Antonij chose as his abode Ilarion's cave, 
which in Nestor's Chronicle is contrasted with the existence of the rich Kiev monasteries 
which were being founded by the prince's court and, undoubtedly, supported Щбб Ъу the 
Byzantine environment in Kiev, concentrated around the Byzantine metropolitan8. 
These monasteries, as it stems from their description (the stressing of richness), were coeno-
bitic. 

Certain Palestinian motives and elements in Ilarion's and Antonij's monastic image, ho-
wever, need not directly stem from the territorially understood Palestinian environment. 
Eremitical features in general were preserved in Byzantium in the eleventh century, parallel 
with the prevailing coenobitism, and survived mosdy in its marginal areas, i.e. on Athos. 
Antonij's monastic course of life is, undoubtedly, connected with Athos, and at least two 
"Palestinian" features known from his monastic life can be related to this particular media-
ting environment. 

First of these is the fact that Antonij arrived at eremitical life only after a certain period of his 
stay in a coenobitic monastery, or Laura, and that even after his withdrawal into seclusion he did 
not lose contact with his original monastic environment and kept interfering in its life9. In contrast 
to the Constantinople monastic ideal, which after the Studite reform nearly exclusively professed 
coenobitic forms of monasticism, there was preserved, above all on Athos, the eastern (Palestinian) 
tradition of hesychia as a more thorough and highly valued stage of monastic life. The same pro-
cedure is also documented in the case of Athanasios the Great on Athos, and also in connection 
with Michael Maleinos10. The procedure from coenobitism to eremitical life during which, ho-
wever, the contact with the maternal monastery is not interrupted, is a typical feature stemming 
from Palestinian monastic traditions; it is documented also in the case of St. Sabas. 

Noteworthy in this connection is the analogy between Antonij and the tradition that arose 
in connection with the first Bulgarian Saint, Ivan of Rila, in the thirteenth century in 
Bulgaria. Although Ivan started as an eremite, very soon he came to the coûviction that there 
existed a more thorough form of coenobitic monasticism which, similar to the contemporary 
tenth-century attitude of Byzantium, he preferred to the other forms of monastic life. This 
more original form, which had arisen already during the life or shortly after the death of Ivan 
of Rila, was reshaped later, in the twelfth century, at the time of the Byzantine domination 
over Bulgaria. In the anonymous Slavonic folk life story of the saint, Ivan is depicted as a 
thorough eremite who kept his ideal to the end of his days11. The later folk interpretation, 
differing from the more original tradition preserved also in the Byzantine life story of Ivan of 
Rila by J. Skylitza, could also indicate - as in the case of Antonij - that, closer to the 
Bulgarian environment, there was an ideal monastic life which was not based on the prevai-
ling contemporary Byzantine models but on older or more marginal traditions. 
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The other fact binding Antonij to the non-Constantinople, i.e. Athonite, environment, and via 
it binding him with the eastern, Palestinian monastic traditions, were his fasting habits. The con-
cretization of these habits (Antonij ate only bread, and only once in two days) is identical with 
the habits of St. Athanasios the Great. Similar fasting practices are not restricted only to Athos. 
Similar habits were also observed by the earlier mentioned Michael Maleinos, while their prac-
tice is connected with the tradition of St. Sabas and Euthymios, and also by the Hungarian 
(Zoerardus) St. Svorad from the eleventh century; here the tradition of St. Zosimas and the old 
(i.e. eastern) fathers in general Is being stressed12. Despite the fact that the introduction of the 
typikon of the Studite monastery by Feodosij resulted in acceptance of the Byzantine coenobitic 
form of monasticism prevailing at this time, the anchoritic tendency of Russian monasticism did 
not end entirely. Even in the Life of Feodosij we can trace the symbiosis of anchoritic and coeno-
bitic features which determine both his monastic ideal and practice. It is remarkable that one of 
the important sources of the life of Feodosij is also the life of St. Sabas, the founder of 
Palestinian anchoritism. Like Sabas, Feodosij also abandoned his monastery at times, preferring 
to live in solitude. 

Summarizing the ideas presented so far, it is possible to express three generalizing presuppo-
sitions and considerations: 

1. The basic problem of the beginnings of Russian and Kiev-Pechora monasticism does not 
lie so much in differentiating the Byzantine and the Western attitudes of its first protagonists, but, 
above all, in differentiating the various impulses stemming from the varied cultural areas and tra-
ditions of the Byzantine sphere. The identification of the Byzantine and non-Byzantine 
(Palestinian) features provides answers also to the problematic questions presented in the intro-
duction: Antonij was canonized with hesitations and with a delay because of the fact that he was 
not an adherent of the Constantinople monastic ideal. Feodosij was not only politically oriented 
to the West, but religiously, he was linked with the Constantinople monastic ideal; that is why he 
was canonized earlier than Antonij. After all, the Monastery of the Caves in its beginnings pre-
served the Palestinian-Athos type of monasticism. That is why a reform of it was necessary, and 
this brought it closer to the standard Byzantine models. This reform could not definitively sup-
press the earlier tradition, despite the fact that this reform was no more than thirty or forty years 
old. 

2. The rise of direct or indirect, or rather mediated, Palestinian influence is not entirely an 
isolated phenomenon. Palestinian/eastern habits or older traditions were more persistendy pre-
served in the marginal cultural centers of Byzantium, and these were the ones which, by their 
influence, radiated far more actively also outside the Byzantine territory. 

3. The fact that the surrounding nations took over from Byzantium these older, more mar-
ginal and non-standard features, is not restricted to the area of Russian or Slavonic monasticism. 
it ranks among such phenomena which are characterized by the typical avoiding of the most 
developed or older cultural impulses. In the Slavonic environment there exist several examples 
of this type of reception and of the acculturation of the Byzantine influence, starting with the 
influence of Constantine and Methodius, through the selection of literature for its translation 
into a Slavonic language, up to, e.g., the character of the decorations in the Church of St. Sofia 
of Kiev. This Is a phenomenon which necessitates an adequate evaluation. 
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